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When  doing  a  search  for  the  term  “Pyvangelism”,  I  found  this  link:
http://webpages.cs.luc.edu/~mt/Python-First/Py1.html,  which  is  a  small  series  of  slides,
succinctly written by yet another Python fanatic. The words fanaticism and evangelism imply
the crossing of a boundary from rational to purely emotional state of mind. Fanaticism, or any
form of fundamentalist allegiance to any one person, place or thing, usually worries me. It
implies that the person may have relinquished all mental power to re-evaluate other tools,
techniques and options. At the same time, it's fascinating when a programming language
elicits deep emotion, and causes people to cross the line of rational thought into emotional
feeling and expression. 
I  think the reasons why this happens become obvious if you've experienced this yourself.
Python's learning curve is quick, even for novice software developers, hobbyists and casual
enthusiasts  who  like  to  dabble  in  software.  Advanced,  fairly  complex  operations  can  be
learned and done in Python very quickly. And by now, the number of “dabblers” is so high
that the vast amount of examples makes it easy to get a running start on any aspect of
Python. There are numerous new blogs, comprised of only a few new pages, touting the “Hey!
Look what I just did in Python!” epiphanies people have experienced. It's so shockingly easy
for so many, that they feel the need to show the world how shockingly easy it was.
The appeal of Python to the seasoned developer is more relief than epiphany, but elicits a
similar reaction. The great relief of having to spend only two days writing and testing socket
I/O code which would have taken you first a week to write, and then another week to test, in
C, goes beyond words. For the seasoned developer, it give us new hope of actually having
time to visit the beach, or walk in the woods once again. 
The new, true test of the viability of a programming language today has become that feeling
of empowerment, the “ah-ha” moment of  “Hey, I can do this too, even though I have not
achieved wizard status”. In the very recent past, programming languages were what they
were. Everyone complained about their quirks and horrors, but we all simply accepted them,
warts  and all.  If  a  language made our  programming tasks torturous,  we shrugged it  off,
hunkered down behind our desks, and did what we had to do to get the driver, app, network
protocol, or GUI working. 
I have to admit, there was a great pride in achieving “wizard status” in UNIX environments
back in the 1980's. I relished the fact that I was the only person in my group back then who
knew what an alignment error was in C, and understood what caused it, and how to fix it.
Another example is Endianness. Most developers today have probably heard of Endianness,
but will probably never have to deal with it, or genuinely understand it. Back then it was a
common issue, and your Endian knowledge was one respectable way of proving your UNIX
prowess, and showing your “battle scars” from the trenches of UNIX software development. 
The UNIX wizard analogy was very real in the 1980's; so real in fact, that a series of UNIX
wizard posters  were printed and handed out  at  UNIX Expo,  and other  UNIX conventions.
People stood in line for them, and even laminated them and hung them over their desks in
pride. They are now collectors items. I am auctioning off two of these Unix Magic posters (
http://www.devchix.com/2008/01/20/two-mint-condition-original-unitech-unix-magic-posters-
for-auction/ ). Yes, I too stood in line for them, so often that I have extras. I was very young,
and admired whole wizard imagery, as many of us young role paying gamers did. It was “so
cool” back then, as cool as being Dungeon Master. Now it's laughable, but the seriousness of
the imagery was genuine back then. The stereotypical smart AT&T  employee was a DMTS
(Distinguished Member of Technical Staff), did not need to wear a badge because everyone
read his book and knew who he was, and had the physical  appearance of a gray haired
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“wizard”.  Many of us young neophytes were not beholden to the wizard imagery. It didn't
properly represent us, although we could embody the role. But it was an image which paid
great respect to our UNIX elder pioneers. For that reason we too respected the wizard image,
and kept it alive. But in our hearts, we knew we would become “wizards” much faster than
many of our elders. 
To some, these new, easy-to-learn languages were a threat to their treasured knowledge.
They worked long and hard to achieve their UNIX wizard status, and felt that everyone else
should also. RTFM was “the way”, the only way to properly learn, in many UNIX environments
back then. But this was rapidly changing, to the dismay of many elitist “wizards”. 
I saw, and experienced a definitive change in mindset from wizard status to casual user with
the advent of the Sun Microsystems “Pizza Box”. Their machines did not arrive on crates, like
all other UNIX machines. These were workstations, which arrived in boxes which you could lift
by yourself, with complete and easy to read manuals. Much like a PC of today, you unpacked,
it, flipped through the manual, set it up, and you were up and running. 
I can honestly say that I learned most of my UNIX system administration skills by reading the
Sun Microsystems manuals of the late 80's. I was contracted out to law firms, to set up X
terminals,  transceivers,  networking  cable,  modems,  UUCP,  cron  and  email  daemons  and
services, etc. I learned all of it directly from the manuals. It was empowering, to be 22 years
old, and have achieved “wizard” status from a series of manuals. 
The languages to follow were just  as empowering,  allowing rapid development (a phrase
which was an oxymoron in the 1980's).  Over  these years,  I  had never heard developers
evangelizing C++, Java, or PHP. They were better languages than their predecessors –  handy,
but  not  worth  preaching about.  So,  why does Python elicit  the preacher  in  the software
developer,  and cause them to  cross  the  line  from rational  acceptance to  fundamentalist
adoration? 
I can tell you from my personal experiences that Python seems to be the easiest language to
teach  online.  In  my  GrrlCamp  group,  the  programming  skill  varies  from  novice  to  very
experienced, but in other languages. When I demonstrate things in Python, everyone gets it.
Very few discussions are about syntax and language nuance. Most discussions are about our
own design, implementation and use of the language. That alone is a beautiful thing, and for
this reason, our progress through this project is amazing.
I  recently started another,  smaller group online called PySheep. We are a small  group of
female volunteers, writing supplemental image display and manipulations tools in Python and
Android, for the Electric Sheep project. For this project, I've chosen WxPython for the cross
platform GUI. WxPython is a robust series of Python wrappers written using SWIG, around the
WxWidgets libraries. In one day, I got the basics of mpeg to png conversion, and png frame
display working. Rapid development is an understatement. This is lightning fast development,
and it is most definitely empowering. 
Could this empowerment make me feel like writing about my experiences, and encouraging
the use of Python. Certainly. It motivated me to write this article. Am I a pyfundamentalist?
Well, my answer is, right now, yes. I keep an open mind, I am aware of, and was bitten by the
GIL1 issue on one recent project. I do re-evaluate my choices on a regular basis, and Python
still rises to the top of my list as the easiest, most powerful and functional general purpose
language out there right now.
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